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Nr.

1

2
3

SURCHARGES
Specification
Minor Surcharge - for purchasing a ticket (not zero-fare transport ticket) in train on tracks
of
• ŽSR (except of tracks with Rail Travel Self-Service System - RTSSS),
• with RTSSS (Tatra Electric Railway, Cog Railway, Rajec - Žilina) - only for a child from
6 to 15 years not accompanied by a person older than 15 years
Minor Surcharge - for purchasing a zero-fare ticket on tracks of
• ŽSR (except of tracks with RTSSS)
Minor surcharge - for purchasing a ticket for a dog on tracks of
• ŽSR, including tracks with RTSSS

EUR

Note

1,50

in addition to regular fare, in case of announced
journey

3,00

in case of announced journey

1,50

in addition to fare for a dog

4

Major Surcharge - for travelling without valid ticket (un-announced journey)
- when paid in train on tracks ŽSR (except of tracks with RTSSS)
- when paid in train on tracks with RTSSS (Tatra Electric Railways, Žilina - Rajec)
- when paid up to 5 calendar days
- when paid after 5 calendar days

10,00
10,00
20,00
50,00

5

Unauthorized delaying or halting a train caused by a person

30,00

in addition to fees Nr. 14, described in table Fees

6
7
8
9

30,00
10,00
10,00
30,00

in addition to damage

14
15
16
17

Damaging or smearing railway vehicles
Violation of smoking ban
Violation of transport terms in silent zone and compartment for women
Unauthorized use of a train or coach with excluded domestic transport
Emptying a seat for passengers with valid reservation only after the request of train
personnel, emptying a seat in a coach for passengers with children only after the request
of train personnel
Locking doors or compartments with a key or another object that is not a constituent part
of a coach
Unauthorised deblocking of centrally controlled door in a coach
Throwing bottles and rubbish out of train, unauthorised promotion or survey activities of
external companies or organizations etc.
Not allocating a seat, couchette or berth specified on reservation ticket
Unjustified exclusion of a passenger from transport
Violation of Transport Terms concerning transport of living animals
Transporting objects excluded from transport of luggages or Kurier consignments

5,00
5,00
30,00
30,00

the rail carrier is paying to the passenger
the rail carrier is paying to the passenger

18

Oversized luggage

2,00

per 1 item, in addition to fare for bicycle or luggage

10
11
12
13

19
Loaded weapon taken by a passenger
20
Deduction for cancelling a couchette ticket
21
Deduction for cancelling a berth ticket
22
Deduction for cancelling a seat reservation ticket (except of 1 plus compartment)
23
Deduction for cancelling a seat reservation ticket in 1 plus compartment
24
Deduction for cancelling a fare or a carriage fee
Exempted from VAT.
Nr.

PRICES

1
2

Specification
KLASIK RAILPLUS
SENIOR RAILPLUS

3

Train journey as a gift - train journey voucher

in addition to regular fare

5,00
5,00
30,00
30,00

30,00
1,00
2,00
100%
1,00
10%

EUR

per 1 item

per piece

no less than 1 EUR

Note

35,00
9,90
20,00
10,00
5,00

20 % VAT included.
4

JUNIOR RAILPLUS

16,50

The rail carrier is not issuing duplicates of lost or
damaged cards JUNIOR RAILPLUS EURO<26
issued until 30 June 2016

20 % VAT included.
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Nr.
1

2

3

FEES
Specification
a) issue of a contactless chip card
b) issue of a contactless chip card because of loss or theft
c) replacement of a card because of damaging, deterioration or data change
First issue of a paper customer card
a) for zero-fare rail transport, by each new entitlement
b) for a customer offer
Data change on:
a) customer card for zero-fare rail transport (replacement of a card),
b) customer card for a customer offer (replacement of a card)
c) customer card for zero-fare transport issued until 14 June 2015 without a profile picture
for a customer card with a profile picture (replacement of a card)
d) contacless chip card, if replacement is not necessary
e) customer account card (replacement of a card)

5
6
7
8
9

New issue or replacement of the paper customer card because of theft, loss, damage,
impairment of data:
a) for zero-fare transport because of damage
b) for customer offer
Print of an information about train connection
Reservation of a seat reservation ticket
Reservation of a berth ticket
Reservation of a couchette ticket
Mediation of a reservation from a foreign railway company

10

Reservation of a seat in the open-space coach in the train with scheduled composition

4

11
12

Reservation of whole compartment in scheduled coach within the train with scheduled
composition
Order and replacement of a coach with another type of coach within the train with
scheduled composition

EUR
5,00

Note
in addition to regular fare

free of
charge

free of
charge

3,00

if a customer already has been equipped with a
free of charge customer card for the period of
entitlement

0,10
0,50
1,00
1,00
3,00

for second page and any further page
for 1 seat
for 1 berth
for 1 couchette
for 1 item

1,00

25 EUR for a coach at a maximum

6,00

25 EUR for a coach at a maximum

30,00

13

Ordering additional coach in a train on the top of the train's scheduled composition.

40,00

for each 50 km (initiated), maximum 120 EUR

14

Halting or delaying a passenger train for first three minutes
a) category of train EC, EN, SC
b) category of train Ex, R, RR, REX
c) category of train Os – electric and diesel traction
d) category of train Os – diesel unit

50,00
30,00
25,00
10,00

for each started 3 minutes:
10,00 EUR
10,00 EUR
10,00 EUR
3,00 EUR
In addition to surcharge Nr. 5 in table of
Surcharges for unauthorized halting and delaying

15

Activities concerning searching for a forgotten lugagge or personal belonging

3,00

16
17

Fare Confirmation
Sending of a Fare Confirmation (by fax or by post)

2,00
1,00

a fee has to be paid in time of withdrawal of the
object
1 confirmation
1 consignation

2,00

for each item and for each started day separately

18

Storage of an unclaimed bicycle/luggage, consignment after time limit (storage fee)
6,00

for each item and for each started week, 15 EUR at
a maximum

2,00

for each item and for each started day separately

6,00

for each item and for each (started) week,
maximum 15 EUR

3,00

for each item separately

19

21

Storage of a found and unclaimed luggage or personal belongings
Sending found personal belongings
by service mail to the station selected by the customer

Including 20 % VAT.
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